Form B-2

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY DELHI
Undertakings by the Parents and Student
1.Undertaking of awareness of medical facilities at IIT Delhi Hospital by Parent/Guardian
I…….…………………………………………………………..……………….father/mother/guardian
of
Mr./Ms……………………………………………..Entry No……………….. hereby declare the following
in respect of my ward to be admitted to B.Tech./ Dual degree programme of study at IIT Delhi.
I am aware of the following facts:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The IIT Delhi Hospital located in the campus and run by IIT Delhi for its community has
limited facilities.
The IIT Delhi Hospital may not be adequate for treatment of any patient with chronic or
serious ailments.
It is the responsibility of the guardians to take care of their wards for outside treatment.
Each student would be provided a limited health insurance through a professional company.
However, the dealing with that company would be entirely the responsibility of the student. IIT
Delhi in no way would be responsible for any dispute/discrepancy.
Despite the best efforts on the part of IIT Delhi if any untoward thing happens to my ward,
I shall not hold the Institute accountable for the same and will not seek any financial help
or compensation for the same from any court of law.

Date:
2.

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Undertaking by the student for not owning and/or using motor driven vehicles on IIT
Delhi campus (for Hostel residents only):
I…………………………………son/daughter/ward of Mr./Ms……………………….… Entry
No………………… hereby give an undertaking that I will not own/drive motor driven vehicle
on campus during my stay at IIT Delhi. If at any stage I am found to violate the above
undertaking my hostel seat will stand automatically cancelled without assigning any reasons.
I also undertake that any visitor bringing a vehicle would follow guidelines for registering the
vehicle at the hostel security and I would be liable for punishment for any violation on this
account

Date:

Counter Signature of the Parent/Guardian

********

Signature of the Student

